
 

 

BEAMBRIDGE MEDICAL LTD 
 

ENVIRONMENTAL STATEMENT 
 
Beambridge Medical is commi=ed to reducing its carbon emissions to Net Zero by 2050. 
Green House Gas emissions represent a large part of the company’s environmental footprint. From 
travel to work, transport used, electricity used, paper & packaging wastage. Disposable commodiRes.  
All have an adverse effect on greenhouse gas emissions. 
 
STRATEGY 
Our strategy is to address GHG emissions and waste and strengthen our environment controls 
following all environmental laws and future legislaRon. 
 
CARBON REDUCTION 
We aimed to make reducRons by switching to electric cars. This scope 1 objecRve was reached in 
June 2022 with our first purchase of a fully electric vehicle. 
Scope 2 sees major renovaRons of our office to take place over 2023 to reduce our carbon footprint 
with insulaRng the property to a high standard. 
Future developments to include solar panels and electric storage area that will in turn  
Be used to charge the electric vehicle. 
We aim to reduce our scope 3 emissions by reducing business travel by 50% over the next 3 years by 
communicaRng with our customers using on line forums such as Skype / Microso` Teams. /Face 
Time. On line video tutorials that our customers can access through our web site. We also aim to 
purchase 100% renewable electricity once the market opens up to compeRRve quotaRons. Scope 3 
will also include car sharing for employees and other modes of transport that reduce carbon 
emissions. Ongoing staff training such as food waste reducRon to show staff good housekeeping. 
Closing doors and switching off lights will all help in reducing GHC emissions 
 
 
WASTE REDUCTION 
 
Landfill, Single use plasRcs, and other commodiRes that affect the environment is our top priority 
when implemenRng change towards GHC emissions reducRon. 
We reduce the waste we send to landfill. Carton Packaging where possible is re-used. We endeavour 
to make our suppliers refrain from using single use plasRcs. 
Reduce other packaging to a minimum.  
SorRng & recycling is a priority as well as donaRng old equipment for re use.      
Budgets are set for staRonery purchases with wastage accounted for. 
 
WORKING WITH EXTERNAL SUPPLIERS 
 
We seek to make our suppliers refrain from using single use plasRcs. 
Reduce other packaging to a minimum. 
Create a supplier code of conduct that sets our expectaRon with all suppliers adhering to our terms 
of trading and so help to improve the environment. Obtain their agreement to adhere to our terms 
of trading and that they too will follow and implement similar objecRves within their workforce as 
well as their suppliers. 
 
Signed   Steven Mochrie Director  
Dated    01/02/ 2024 


